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My first record was a '45: the Hollies' ‘Look Through Any Window.' It was something I got 
in my Boy Scout troop’s Christmas gift exchange. At the time, my family couldn't afford a 
record player, so other guys tried fo get me to trade. I held onto it. Later, my mother 
bought a cheap portable made by Lionel, the same company that makes toy trains. Look
ing back, the song seems sentimental, but to a boy growing up in a lily-white suburb of 
Cleveland, its premises were radical. Chagrin Falls was the town ~ midway between Shak
er Heights, originally a Shaker commune, and Kent, home of Kent State University. The 
lyrics fionsidered society as an object. The singer looks at his place in the social order, 
but draws no conclusions. That alone, though, was tantamount to saying we are born into 

a set of social relations that might otherwise be different. That alone made the song 
seem modern and revelatory.

During his career, Dan Graham has produced Glenn Branca’s Static, collaborated with 
Sonic Youth and written about the Kinks and punk bands. His videotape, Rock My Reli
gion (1984), is a vision of that music as Jetztzeit, i.e., apocalyptic ‘now time/ in which 

repressed contents of history are actualized in the space of the present. He also wrote a 
libretto for a rock opera, Wild in the Streets, with Marie-Paule MapDonald..Even so, Gra
ham’s interactive pieces, concerning the viewers’ experience of themselves as viewers, 
come closer to the experiential nature of rock. Here, Alteration to a Suburban House 
(1978) is the signal work.
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Alteration to'á Nuclear Family
Alteration to‘ä Suburban House iS a model of a phantasm. One might dismiss it as face

tious, pop architecture, were it not fof„|ts looming ‘monumental expression of apocalypse 
and historical tragedy,' in the words of Jeff Wall. Writing as though it were a fait accompli-, 
Graham proposes this:

The entire facade of a typical suburban house has been removed and replaced by a full sheet 
of transparent glass. Midway back and parallel to the front glass facade, a mirror divides the 
house into two areas. The front section is revealed to the public, while the rear, private section 
is not disclosed. The mirror as it faces the glass facade and the street reflects not only the 
house’s interior but the street and the environment outside the house. The reflected images 
of the facades of the two houses opposite the cutaway Till in’ the missing façade.^

Since Alteration...'s dry title conceals its fantastic aspect, Wall’s assessment may 

seem hyperbolic. Such an alteration would not be difficult. Nor would it pose overt moral 
questions. The only real problem would be getting someone to move into a fish bowl and 

pretend nothing’s wrong.
To be precise, however, Graham’s proposal allows for a private rear section. This, in 

effect, isolates the front living room as a symbolic display space. Ironically, the living 

room may be the deadest one in any house. The middle class uses it mostly to show off 
its taste. Thorstein Veblen called this process prestation, a technical term for the ritual 
display of sumptuary objects, i.e., status symbols. The flaneur was someone known to 
make the street his^ living room; Graham instead makes his living room the street. In 

either case, the picture window is the apparatus that brings these discontinuous realms
together. The scant partition prorrtises, tantalizingly, to disappear. On one hand, this

»
prospect suggests ending private property; on the other, owning everything within the 
window’s purview. So, Parisian department store displays fascinated the Surrealists - 

and later. Waiter Benjamin:
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Claes Oldenburg Sedroom 
Ensemble 1/3,1963. Mixed 
media; wood, vynit, metal, 
fake fur, muslin, dacron, 
polyurethane foam, lacquer, 
etc.
Overall:
10 ft X 17 ft
303 X 512 X 648 cm.
Coll. National Gallery of 
Canada, Ottawa.
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The window became an important conceptual device for many surreaiist artists, a conduit for 
sexuality and desire, a stand-in for the interior world separated from the outside only by a 
transparent glass membrane, a divider through which one could look but that also returned 
the gaze with its reflective surface.^

A similarly uncanny, sexual charge issues from Claes Oldenburg’s Bedroom Ensemble 
(1963). Building a garish bedroom set within an art gallery, Oldenburg conflated domestic 
and commercial space. A ‘mysterious door’ marked ‘Private’ punctuated this tableau. The 
door led to the gallery’s office; so labeled, it offset the exhibition space as a showroom. 
Ordinarily, exterior and interior, public and private, commercial and domestic spaces are 
mutually exclusive. Graham cites Benjamin on this score:

For the private person, living space becomes, for the first time, antithetical to the place of 
work. The former is constituted by the interior; the office is its complement. The private per
son who squares his accounts with reality in his office demands that the interior be main
tained in his illusions.'*

In a gesture that anticipates Alteration..., Michael Asher removed the wall separating 
the office from the exhibition space at the Claire Copley Gallery, Inc. in 1974. In so doing, 
Asher implied that the dichotomy between the two is false.

Some call Alteration... ‘an unrealized project.’ That is a misnomer. The model itself 
resembles Graham’s other models for pavilions which, in fact, have been built. Remaining 

unbuilt brings it into proximity with Claes Oldenburg’s proposed monuments. Graham 
says it is more meaningful that way. Instead of experiencing a full-scale work firsthand, 
the viewer must project into a miniature scene. This defers literal interactivity. It invites 
fantasy play instead of the kind of apperceptive encounter that is nominally lived experi
ence. The model itselfjs a st^nd-in. Any number of'replicas might replace it. Herbert Mar
cuse once claimed that if wé lived in a society Çhaf could erect Oldenburg monuments, 

that society would be free - or, in his words, “pçlymorphousiy perverse. Now, almost 
every major city In America has an Oldenburg;i:enterpiece to call its own and corporate 

perversity reigns supreme. Still, because moral Inhibitions present economic constraints, 
the information-age political economy needs repressive desublimation. Procreation 

becomes less exclusively the aim of sexuality. The family’s ideological primacy starts to 
erode; this, of course, dislocates old forms of patriarchal authority. The desire for monu- 
mentality, in turn, becomes ambiguous - the result: ambiguous monuments. Utopian 
visions are always refractory, but here, the visionary element that prompted Oldenburg’s 
works has been absorbed and negated. This assimilation helps clarify what Wall meant 
when he called Alteration... ‘the first ruin in the building of a new conceptual art’ - the 
sublation of art as social critique. Ultimately, the New Left had to admit art could not 
instrumentally change social relations. Even transgression was a dead end. Thus, nega
tive dialectics compel Graham not to build his proposal. Alteration is a euphemism for the 
liquidation of privacy - or the illusory freedom afforded'by privacy. Call it the lure of the 

real, but some people have been surprisingly willing to give up just that.
In 1973 PBS aired an unusual twelve-hour documentary: An American Family. It was a 

cinéma vérité chronicle by Craig Gilbert, who previously directed Margaret Mead's New 

Guinea Journal. Now pursuing an auto-anthropology, Gilbert aimed to “[...] expose the 
myths, the value systems, the ways of interacting that are American and apply in some 
way to all of us.”^ He chose to record the day-to-day life of Bill and Pat Loud’s family for 

seven months. With their affluent California lifestyle, this couple and their five children 
had realized the American Dream. So they readily agreed to let Gilbert and his crew film
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them. At first they were slightly reserved. Bill said it was like having a maid around the 
house. The whole family, however, soon dropped its guard, taking the cameras for grant
ed; besides, it had issues which couldn't wait. Lance, the eldest son, had just moved 

from Santa Barbara to New York to join the city’s homosexual underground. In one 
episode, he even introduces-his mother to Holly Woodlawn. Despite his success as a 
mining equipment salesman, Bill was a philanderer with a drinking problem. After years of 
putting up with her husband’s infidelities, Pat confronts him in a noisy Mexican restau
rant, telling him he has become no more than "a sad comedy.”® Later, when Bill returns 

home-from a long business trip, she presents him with her lawyer’s card and demands a 
divorce. He responds, unruffled, "At least I won’t have to unpack, will 1?”^ The series 

became a sensation; its audience got more than it expected. That, however, may be the 
definition of loss of innocence. Initially pleased with the film, the Louds voiced recrimina
tions right after the first broadcast. During the shooting, Pat had bonded emotionally with 

the director. Gilbert, however, felt he had to break this bond to complete the project. For 
his part, Bill thought that the film maker focused too much on family problems and that 
this bias betrayed a tacit, leftist agenda. One wonders why the Louds ever agreed to be 

filmed. Gilbert paid none of them. Perhaps they just wanted attention - thinking they too 
were entitled to the infatuation ordinarily reserved for stars. Lance, for one, had learned to 
see himself through the ‘mirror’ of Andy Warhol. Having come out on national tv, he did 

become a cult celebrity. The Dating Game invited two of the other children, Dehliah and 
Grant, to appear,as contestants. Producers even courted Bill as a host for another game 
show - withOLit’î^^iccess.® All over the country, viewers tuned in and felt oddly complicit; 

the unspoken suspicion remained that somehow the cameras had brought everything to a 
head, thatj without all the fuss, thé familÿ would have stayed the way it was before.

In an article about this documentais, Graham discusses the reciprocity between tv 

and the family. The family is tv’s main subject and its main audience:

TV might be metaphorically visualized as a mirror in which the viewing family sees an idealized, 
ideologically distorted reflection of itself represented in typical genres: the situation comedy, 
the domestic comedy, or the soap opera. Other types of programs, while not overtly repre
senting the American family, are organized covertly as family structures.®

Watching tv is America’s preeminent ritual. It draws familial coherence from a source 

of familial dissolution. This paradox concerns the medium’s mimetic capacity. Like a mir
ror, it enables viewers to see themselves as Other. Like a holiday snapshot, it convinces 

the family that it exists as a discrete entity with a modicum of shared experience. In oth
er words, it convinces the family it’s really there. The suburbs house this version of the 

family. The car makes suburban life possible, tv gives it definition:

The very architecture of the suburban home seems predicated on the existence of television: 
what else are those ree rooms, dens and family rooms for? As often as not, those rooms are 
what we see reflected back at us: a couch planted squarely in the thoroughfare between front 
door and kitchen, with a staircase slanting upward behind it.“

Through tv’s revival of its ‘primitive’ mimetic powers, the family experiences itself as 
present within its own alienation, although it is neither the social nor economic building 
block it is made out to be. This representational inversion is part of the Situationist, i.e., 
capitalist, spectacle. The suburbs are the symptom of the family’s covert transience; that 
is the lesson of the Louds. The cover of Guy Debord’s Society of the Spectacle features a 

novelty photo: a theater full of people wearing 3-d glasses. Obviously, these glasses 
mark the crowd as spectators. Yet they also suggest the collective power to make illu-
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sions seem palpable, to grant inanimate objects an animus. This animus corresponds to 

the congealed labor the commodity represents as profit. The ghostly reality becomes 
superabundant. Incessant mirroring is the end product of mass culture, i.e.. modernity. An 
American Family turneó the Louds into a slippery allegory. The audience first laughed at 
their foibles, then saw them as victims. The Louds’ exact status never completely stabi
lized, complicating the viewers’ ordinarily sanctioned voyeurism. According to Graham, 
“The images of the Louds were literally too close to a mirror image to establish an 
unproblematic identity to empathize with."^^ Graham’s Video Projection Outside Home 
(1978) hypostatizes Just that kind of ideal, unproblematic image. Here, a video projection 
in the house’s front yard shows what the family inside is watching. It’s a tautology. Ulti
mately, the Louds appeared on the talk show circuit to discuss how the public’s response 
to An American Family had affected their lives - as if this might clear the air once and for 

all!
More recently, the city of Copenhagen renovated its zoo’s primate house. Because 

the work disrupted the zoo’s most popular display, the director tried to compensate with 
a special attraction. A heterosexual couple would live inside a cage made up to look like 
a prototypical living room. In an interview, when a bbc reporter asked if the two could 
leave the cage, the director responded, ‘Of course, the natural habitat of the human is 
broader than that of the living room.’ Clearly, he was poking fun at the mandate of pro
gressive zoo-keeping: to re-situate the specimen naturally, as if within nature. His good- 
natured wit concealed the more onerous Issues raised by this seemingly innocent prank: 
museological credibility, animal rights, racism, social engineering, bio-determinism, scierî- 
tific objectivity. In some sense, this was an effort to display everyday private life. The 

public was to be arnu^ed by the way it was portrayed - which was, of course, not as a 

public at all. Í /
In 1966, Graham surveyed suburban starknêss in Homes for America. This photo proj

ect wryly equated tract housing with serial,^inimalist sculpture. Carried over into housing 
developments, minimalist composition comës across severely, even more so than in art- 
galleries. This effect, however, is a question of neither the brutality of contemporary life’ 
nor life imitating art. Serial minimalism derives from the balloon frame, which American 

farmers devised to construct barns. The balloon frame allows a structure to be expanded 
module by module. By turning a building into an aggregation of variables, it breaks with 
the organicism of post-and-lintel or masonry construction. Carried over into residential 
housing, the balloon frame yields oft-derided ‘stick houses.’ Modularity defined suburban 
tract housing; the single-family house became a fixed unit -, i.e., one with only trivial vari
ation - within a flexible, yet regimented, meta-system. If the module once signified 
opportunity and social mobility to individual homeowners, developers commandeered 

those prerogatives.
When Graham conceived of Alteration... in 1978, for most Americans suburbia still 

evoked upward mobility. Even when cosmopolitan life came back into vogue a few years 

later, the suburbs continued to grow Inexorably. Today, most of the u.s. populace lives 
there. Although the detached house symbolizes independence and autonomy, all along 
heavy government subsidies have propped up both the suburbs and the transportation 
web (the auto and oil industries, highways) in which they are entwined. After the Second 

World War, the Home Owners Loan Corporation and the Federal Housing Administration 

offered special mortgage insurance which made it possible for more people than ever 
before to buy homes. Yet, by red-lining integrated and minority neighborhoods, these
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agencies institutionalized segregation in the guise of housing policy.“ Not surprisingly, 
this policy also fueled rampant urban decay. Ten years after Homes for America, punk 

invented itself as garage band music; it was the music of suburban kids. It didn’t matter 
how many ended up in LA. or New York; sprawling greater Detroit always lurked In the 
background. With artists and bohemian types, punks inadvertently softened abandoned 

city neighborhoods for real estate speculators. Together, they were the avant-garde of 
gentrification. During the affluent 1960s, pundits optimistically prophesied an end to the 

old economy of scarcity. Within this projection, the figure of the artist promised to recon
cile the division between work and leisure. By the mid-1970s, however, art dealers and 
collectors were beginning to buy and sell so-called dematerialized forms of conceptual 
art, much to the dismay of the artists who made them. Meanwhile, the American econo
my slowed to a crawl. There was no place in the gallery system for young artists Just 

coming out of schools. They formed bands.
People naturally focus on what they can see through a window, not on themselves as 

viewers, not on the window itself. Caspar David Friedrich’s drawing View from the Artist's 

Studio (Right-Hand Window) (1805-6) is one of the first pictures of a window with nothing 
remarkable lying beyond. Because this drawing redirects viewers’ attention to the picture 
and the picture frame, some see it as a precedent for literalist painting. Depicting a mir
ror instead-of d,'Window, Manet’s A Bar at the Folies Bergère (1882) similarly calls atten
tion to its oV/n flatness. Here, the mirror in the picture parallels the picture plane, but the 
reflection does not. This makes it impossible for the viewer to triangulate his or her virtu
al position, as T. J. Clark explains:

The mirror must (...] be frontal and plain, and the things that appear in it be laid out in meas
ured rhythm. And yet it is clear that some of those things will not be allowed to appear to be 
safely attached to the objects and persons whose likenesses they are.^

Clark further notes that Manet’s portrayal of modern life - this glitzy bar in particular - 
is not very animated, familial or proletarian, “It lacks the composure of real private life, 
but equally the energy of a public one.’’*^ Bataille further observes that “a sly, underhand 
moral complacency weighs heavy on this picture."^ According to Clark, the barmaid’s 

lackluster demeanor speaks to this point:

[...] it does not seem to me that she is animated by her alienation; she is posed and com
posed and confined by it; it is felt as a kind of fierceness and fiawlessness with which she 
seals herself against her surroundings. She is detached: that is the best description. She 
looks out steadily at something or somebody, the various things which constrain and deter
mine her, and finds that they all float by “with the same specific gravity in the constantly mov
ing stream of money."“

By turning the picture window into a proscenium arch. Alteration... turns routine 
voyeurism into a painfully self-conscious encounter. The picture window offers the family a 
picturesque view of the world, but it also turns the family itself into a picture. Sure, it’s 
possible to look into such a window, but is it allowed? If one cannot avoid looking, one 
does so inadvertently. This impulse accounts for the quirky popularity of the Japanese 

photo book, Tokyo Style, a compendium of apartment interiors. The photos themselves 

are nondescript. Tbe apartment interiors, though diverse, are ordinary in every respect. 
They are vacant - that is, without people. That is their fascination. Knowingly unfocused 
and anti-sensational, the book sells better than coffee table books about cars, animals, 
fashion, nudes or rock stars. Because Japanese interior architecture sometimes employs 

paper screens as walls, its material insubstantiality calls attention to walls and windows as
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manifest social conventions. They are less things than matters of consensus. The picture 

window, however, is like a wall that is barely there. Its utopian promise cuts two ways, ‘No 
more barriers!’ ‘Nothing to hide!’ It offers utter moral transparency. Such a utopian longing 
asserts itself in the Air Curtain (1969) Michael Asher made for the Whitney Museum’s 

‘Anti-Illusion: Procedures and Materials' show. Here, Asher constructed an air wall to the 
manufacturer’s specifications, but reduced the air flow so that it was barely perceptible.

The imperative for the picture window derives, in part, from still life painting. By show
ing the means of the patrons who had commissioned it, the still life seemingly contra
dicts Protestant asceticism. Ordinarily; Protestantism demands a suppression of orna
ment and pageantry - what Veblen called 'barbaric ostentation.’ Thus, simplicity and 
restraint can represent both social power and a blameless life - a pernicious combina
tion. Yet, the still life, by offering to square accounts with society, expresses the same 
secular spirit that wants to purge archaic rituals from everyday life. It’s like an audit or an 
inventory. If the Catholic confessional concealed sinner’s identity while absolving his guilt, 
Protestantism typically hides and abstracts its riches as capital. One makes a show of 
frugality while carrying one’s past like an eternal ledger. Thus, the pride of blamelessness 
combines with a guilty, masochistic desire to be incessantly scrutinized. Tract housing 

affords a stage set for this moral charade; its regular order turns even the happenstance 

into something of notice:

All the details stand out - it’s a weirdly charged environment - a peculiar zone between an 
anonymous urban environment and the old-fashioned rural environment. In suburbia, there’s a 
combination of display and spying that happens sort of simultaneously - voyeurism and exhi
bitionism.^^

With Present Continuous Past(s) of 1974, Graham initiated a series of works that 
reflexively concern their viewers.^ In other words, these works led onlookers to look at 
themselves. Present Continuous Past(s) featured a chamber with floor-to-ceiling mirrors 
on two adjacent walls. On a third wall was a recessed video camera, vcr and monitor. 

These comprised a closed-circuit loop with ^n-^eight-second delay, through which people 
could see images of themselves not only intthe'present, but also a few moments earlier. 
Graham notes:

The mirror at right-angles to the other mirror-wall and to the monitor-wall gives a present-time 
view of the installation as if observed from an ‘objective’ vantage exterior to the viewer’s 
subjective experience and to the mechanism which produces the piece’s perceptual effect. It 
simply reflects (statically) present time.^

Vito Acconci made audience-reflexive works, too, but his approach is decidedly 
behavioristic. He typically manipulates his audience to prove a point. In contrast, Gra
ham’s work is open-ended. The audience need only be present. If anything, Graham tries 

only to make it more aware of its presence. To call this interactivity is misleading; inter- 
affectivity is more accurate.^® Interaffectivity galvanizes the audience’s self-conscious
ness as a collective body. It constitutes this work’s affinity to the rock festival. With Alter
ation to a Suburban House, Graham casts an indeterminate public as the audience. As 
Michael Fried asserted, “Presentness is grace."

Guitar Army... Unknown Soldier... I’ll Be Your Mirror

The New Left sprang, a predestined pissed-off child, from Elvis’ gyrating pelvis [...] Affluent 
culture, by producing a car and a car radio for every middle-class home, gave Elvis a base for 
recruiting.^^
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Rock is part and parcel of pop culture. It serves as its defining element and perhaps only 

recently has it begun to relinquish that authority. George Melly, a British critic,'character
ized pop as hedonistic, parasitica! and motivated by material envy. Pop, as opposed to 
traditional popular culture, dovetails with youth culture. Being young is a state of grace. 
Being young is also a matter of being present, not mired in nostalgia. As Graham 

announced in Rock My Religion, pausing dramatically between phrases, “In the 1950s a 
new class emerges... a generation whose task is not to produce but to consume... 
This... is the teenager... . Their philosophy is fun... Their religion is rock’n roll.”^^ Com
pared with former kinds of popular music, rock was essentially experiential, with few 
demands for erudition and interpretation. In its early years, adult celebrities used stan
dards of grownup literacy to denigrate the new music. When Elvis Presley appeared on 
Steve Allen’s variety show, Allen dressed him in a top hat and tails to sing ‘Hound Dog' 
for an obliging basset hound.^^ tv talk show host David Susskind similarly lashed out at 
Phil Spector. He dryly intoned the repetitive lyrics of ‘A Fine, Fine Boy’ (mostly just the 
title) sans music, as if to prove their inanity. An angry Spector started tapping the rhythm 
on his chair and told Susskind what he was missing was the beat.^'* He then stormed off 
the set. SusskincTrightly sensed that this beat undermined genteel culture. That's why he 
attacked the youfig producer. In Specter’s case, living well was the best revenge. He 

became the first Teen tycoon,' beâting the adults at their own game.
Rock oow^has a fifty-year history, jtjs not one music, but many. Its contents have 

become so diversified that the term itself has lost specificity. Talking about rock per se 

seems senseless. Even so, Dan Graham’s audience-reflexive works are keyed to a par
ticular moment in that history, centered around the symbolic year of 1968. It begins with 

late San Francisco psychedelia and ends with the proto-punk of Jim Morrison, the mc5, 
Iggy Pop and the Velvet Underground. Just as political dissent came to head, rock 

dreams went through a cataclysmic inversion.
Psychedelic concerts intensified live rock’s collective sense of presence and partici

pation. LSD and light shows fed into a total sensorium which broke down the separation 

between audience and performer. “To be one with music was to be one with the 
moment,” as Robert Nickas put it.^® Now largely forgotten, George Hunter’s Charlatans 

pioneered light shows in Virginia City, Nevada - for a community of isolated acid heads. 
These included mirrors, strobe lights and other special effects. Hunter drew inspiration 
from the Happenings movement and the music of John Cage. Rockers had long come 
from the ranks of art schools. Now, for the first time, they adopted avant-gardistic tech
niques. Meanwhile, the civil rights and antiwar struggles which polarized the nation, politi
cized the rock audience. These struggles raised apocalyptic fears that made time itself 
pregnant with anticipation. Flower Power, a style of political protest conceived by Allen 

Ginsberg, stressed presentness. This went beyond mere novelty; It was actualization. 
Where activists formerly construed political demonstrations as acts of self-sacrifice, 
Ginsberg insisted they be celebrations or festivals - gratifying in themselves. Moreover, 
Herbert Marcuse, guru of the New Left, supplied a theory for this new hedonism - as 
Graham' has pointed out. Marcuse thought Freud’s death drive had become anachronis
tic. According to him, this drive sought, not death itself, but the cessation of pain. For this, 
science and technology offered solutions which now made it seemingly easy to reconcile 

the old threat of Thanatos with Eros. Thus, Marcuse argued, sublimation had become 
gratuitous. He saw no need to renounce immediate pleasure for a higher purpose. He 
believed life could only be lived in the present.^®
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The Summer of Love may have prompted Graham to start reflecting on what a spectator 
or an audience means as a literal presence. He mentions this twice in separate articles 

written in 1967. One was a brief note on hippie culture:

[.,.] a hippie newspaper advocates setting up ‘shops that are called Calm Centers [...] Places 
where people just come and sit [...] It’s softness and hereness [...] Just people being together.

Another was an account of a visit to a New Age nightclub in Lower Manhattan:

[...] I squat dovvn on the platform, which has a small square in the middle containing several 
plugs, into one of which a large, round light is plugged. Rock music pours into the room and, 
from two projection rooms, slide images are simultaneously sprayed onto the walls. I feel sud
denly out of place.
[...] Guides hand each group a toy - a prop -r to bô played with. It seems quite bland. Bal
loons are brought in and a couple begins to pat one about - until it bursts. Just then I become 
aware: 1 (we?) am to be the player in the drama and not merely part of the audience. The 
props are brought to me so that I might play myself.
[...] As more props are brought in and are related to, we relate to our own bodies and to those 
of our neighbors. There is no need to relate or to project onto others our experiences. Nothing is 
happening on stage and we are not being used by the performers: we ourselves are on stage.
We are our own entértainment tonight (if ‘stoned,’ ‘living’ our fantasies) as we are here.^®

The last comes from an article about Dean Martin as a Brechtian performer. Martin 
played at being ‘himself on tv, that is, he took on the exaggerated persona of a drunk
ard, an image not based on fact, but on public perception. He played with tautology - not 
self-parody, but ‘self mimicry. Whether Martin was ultimately present or absent as a per
former is guesswork. Here, Graham's juxtapositions of epic theater, mummery and self- 
realization suggest the schismatic nature of presentness. The self is not a unified entity; 
subjectivity is instead an effect of language. The experience of selfhood is mutable. 
Moreover, as sociologist Erving Goffmann maintains, one’s sense of self is performative, 
arising out of intersubjective.discourse:

[The self] does not derive from its possessor, but^rom the whole scene of his action [...) A 
correctly staged and performed scene leads the audience to impute a self to a performed 
character, but this imputation - this self - is'.a.product of a scene that comes off, and is not a 
cause of it. The self, then, as a performed cháracter, is not an organic thing that has a specific 
location [...] it is a dramatic effect arising diffusely from a scene that is presented.'^®

The alienation effect, namely disrupting naturalistic identification in drama, forms the 
basis of Brecht's epic theater. Ordinarily, thç audience looks to the ‘self’ the actor pres
ents. Brecht wanted to show that such identifications are ideologically constructed and 

somewhat irrational. Yet alienation means madness in French. Graham’s realization 

inside the nightclub partly arises from the way a modest apparatus, a prop, helps wrest 
him away from the dominant fiction of a master historical narrative.

By pillaging all sorts of exotic and historical material and mixing it together - primarily 
for the sake of disorientation - psychedelia intimated postmodernity. The result was a 
disconcertingly -eclectic, if not shabby, patchwork of former styles that jettisoned linear 
progression. What is more important, it shifted aesthetic paradigms from the Kantian 

sublime to ecstatic experience. Where sublimation is ultimately patriarchal, keyed to the 
subject’s sense of inadequacy before an awe-inspiring force, ecstasy concerns breaking 

down habitual identifications that produce the effect of selfhood. At rock festivals, music 
was-the nominal draw, but the real action happened offstage. Absorbing individuals into
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the fold, the crowd took on a life of its own. As such, the festival cultivated both an indif
ference toward outside authority and a communal vision unto itself. It also became a cat
alyst for counter-cultural resistance. So, John Sinclair, mc5 manager and founder of the 
White Panther Party, considered the counterculture to be the expression of youth as a 

nascent political class. He believed that building this new culture overrode knee jerk 
activism, namely protesting. Rock could be a political weapon. That is the meaning of 

‘guitar army:’

Rock and roll music is one of the most vital revolutionary forces in the world - it blows people 
back to their senses and makes them feel good, like they’re alive again in the middle of this 
monstrous funeral parlor of western civilization.^®

Coming to the rock scene through a love of jazz, Sinclair considered rock an essential
ly live - not recorded - music. As opposed to the symphony orchestra’s division of labor 
- which, according to Sinclair, anticipates the assembly line - psychedelic music is 

improvised. Because improvisation integrates the musician’s subjectivity, it precludes 
alienation. This effect extends to the audience as well. Although Sinclair’s analysis may 
make too mych J^what are simply different ways to play music, it nonetheless reflects 

aspirations thejadical left attached to rock festivals at that time.
Not surpris’ingly, this utopianisrp soon^soured. Woodstock, considered the paragon of 

rock festivals, was the brainchild of hip entrepreneurs, not visionaries. The enduring 
image from ‘Woodstock,’ the movie, is the mountains of waste left behind by the muddy 
festival-goers. This was the audience that considered itself on the right side of history - 

beyond guilt. The movie depicted the event as paradise, but paradise only meant avert
ing certain disaster. What It didn’t show were the rapes and bad trips that went on behind 
the scenes. In Rock My Religion Graham pronounces, “Drugs produce a foretaste of 
death, devaluing death.This foretaste promises liberation, but death remains 
inevitable. Altamont was the latent potential of Woodstock. Still, even before Altamont, 
the counterculture had gone to seed. Ever since the Merry Pranksters courted the Bay 

Area Hell’s Angels, the acid scene infused bliss with danger. More often than not, psy
chedelic experience devolved into superficial self-indulgence. Changing one’s percep
tions with dope obviously differs from changing the world - although many then believed 
otherwise. Conversely, getting high sometimes led to addiction and overdose. Making 

and selling lsd also opened new venues for organized crime. There were casualties. 
Youth proved to be not so much a class in itself, as it was a newly entitled demographic, 
subject to the same class divisions in adult society:

The problem with the hippies was that there developed a hostility within the counterculture 
itself, between those who had, like, the equivalent of a trust fund versus those who had to live 
by their wits. It’s true, for instance, that blacks were somewhat resentful of the hippies by the 
Summer of Love, 1967, because their perception was that these kids were drawing paisley 
swirls on their Sam Flax writing pads, burning incense, and taking acid, but those kids could 
get out of there any time they wanted to.
They could go back home. They could call their mom and say, ‘Get me outta here.’ Whereas 
someone who was raised in a project on Columbia Street and was hanging out on the edge of 
Tompkins Square Park can’t escape. Those kids don’t have any place to go. They can’t go 
back to Great Neck, they can't go back to Connecticut. They can't go back to boarding school 
in Baltimore. They’re trapped.
So there developed another kind, more of a lumpen hippie, who really came from an abused 
childhood - from parents that hated them, from parents that threw them out. Maybe they
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came from a religious family that would call them sluts or say ‘You had an abortion, get out of 
here’ or ‘I found birth control pills in your purse, get out of here, go away,’ And these kids fer
mented into a kind of hostile street person. Punk types.^^

Moreover, the lumpen hippies’, the ones Sinclair wanted to mobilize, lacked the political 
will of their African-American counterparts: the Black Panthers. With their berets and black 

turtlenecks and titles like Minister of Information - or Defense - the Panthers played on 
the threat of becoming an operational guerilla army. First the media, theh, more malevo
lently, the FBI’s coiNTELPRO, took their posturing at face value. For cointelpro, it served 
as a pretext to wipe them out. The White Panthers were a fantasy of a fantasy. Sure, the 

MC5 were into guns - just like they were into muscle cars. Wayne Kramer recounts:

[...] our political program became dope, rock & roll, and fucking In the streets. That was our 
original three-point political program which later got expanded to our ten-point program when 
we started to pretend we were serious. Then we started the White Panther Party, which was 
originally the mcs’s fan club. Originally it was called The mcs’s Social and Athletic Club,’ [...]
The official party line from the Black Panther Party in Oakland was that we were ‘psychedelic 
clowns.’ They said we were idiots and to keep the fuck away from us.^^

Then came the Festival of Life debacle. This was an antiwar event the Yippies staged 

during the 1968 Democratic National Convention in Chicago. The MC5 saw it as their big 
chance for a breakthrough, but discovered, after rumors of impending violence, that they 
were the only band on the program to show. Barely escaping the police riot in Lincoln 

Park, the band later took calls for ‘solidarity’ with a grain of salt. Sinclair himself ultimate
ly renounced the platform he had become known for:

(...]we had all these goofy ideological ideas like ‘youth is a class.’ That was one of my timeless 
contributions to the dialog - which, of course, is full of shit. But. at the time, we thought we 
were a mutant race that had broken with the past. And there would be this whole new thing and 
that all youth after would be like us. We were wron^, you know, (laughter) All of our actions were 
predicated on that-Tact that it was inevitable we were,going to win. What a concept!^^^

New Left liberation struggles, however, jnfl'ected the category of youth with race, class 

and gender consciousness. The pragmaffp-transformation of everyday life steadily over
took the goal of national revolution; popular dissent turned to more subcultural modes of 
resistance. As the music industry steadily turned rock into business as usual, certain 

musicians sought more nuanced and challenging ways to engage their audience, turning 
the stage itself into “a theatricalized and politicized site."^® When Jim Morrison played at 
the University of Michigan, he taunted the mostly jock concert-goers by singing ‘Light My 

Fire’ in a falsetto, Betty Boop voice. Only after the Doors launched into ‘Love Me Two 
Times,’ did the jocks stop booing, but Morrison came back again with Betty Boop. The 
Jocks rioted. The concert lasted only fifteen minutes, but none of it was lost on Iggy Pop 
who would later torture his own audience with interminable repetitions of ‘Louie Louie.’®® 

Morrison had grown bored with cranking out hits. Inspired by Antonin Artaud, he turned 
his concerts into experimental theater. He dove offstage into the audience, which 
became a punk trope. During a 1969 Miami concert he caused a scandal by allegedly 

showing his penis to the audience. In Rock My Religion, Dan Graham says this action top
pled Morrison’s phallic rock star status - and, by extension, the concert as spectacle:

By ‘exposing himself’ on stage [...] Morrison wanted to expose the audience’s corrupt desires.
In this ritual, intended to question the mystique of rock as spectacle, Morrison chose to reen
act the castration .complex [...] His gesture of showing‘it’ destroyed his former aura of phallic 
mystery; the phallus had become - Morrison had become - pathetically physical.®^
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The resulting scandal, however, was a spectacle, too. For groupies, the most rabid type 
of fan, the rock spectacle always boils down to the star’s penis. Acting out in another 
way, Morrison became more pathetically physical a year later when he started to put on 
weight and his face got puffy. What he wanted in Miami is unclear. The night before, he 
had seen the Living Theater performance of ‘Paradise Now' at u.c.l.a.^® The play was an 

exercise in antagonism, famous for the final scene in which the cast removes all its cloth
ing and runs naked through the streets. The reports about whether he ever did expose 
himself are conflicting.?® He may have been too drunk to do it. Arrested for maybe doing 
it, he considered the whole affair an embarrassment. When asked about his own theatri
cal gestures, Morrison downplayed them, “It’s all done tongue in cheek. It’s not to be tak
en seriously. It’s like if you play the villain in a western; it doesn’t mean it’s you.”‘‘° Corn

ing at the outset of his nervous breakdown, clearly more was at stake than what the 
Lizard King was ready to admit. Even so, his reluctance to merely entertain shifted the 

onus of performing onto the audience.
Before he became Iggy Pop, Jim Osterberg was an asthmatic, record shop clerk. His 

band. The Stooges, started out as the mcs’s ‘baby brother’ band, but went off in a total
ly different direction;- While The Stooges played psychedelic drones, Iggy would throw 
himself around.th'^stage until he bled, vomit on his audience, and drag girls around by 

their hair: “MyHheory of entertainnient has always been the less the better Sin
clair likened it'to Waiting for Godot meets'ballet. Iggy upped the ante for what it meant to 
appear on stage - both its artifice and its reality. He made himself stand out. He shaved 

his eyebrows, dyed his hair, and smeared peanut butter or paint or oil and glitter all over 
his body. He wore just underpants or tutus and Danskins. As a joke, he once exposed 
himself as an encore. He didn’t believe in encores; he was more involved with scrambling 
gender codes. Favoring the circus over mystical revelation, he ditched Doors-style 

shamanism for direct assault:

1 was scared, actually nervous, but so exhilarated, and so involved in the sound of this 
band and this unbelievable guy Iggy - this wiry little thing - who could cause more damage 
than all the tough guys 1 knew in my neighborhood.
Other guys would punch you in the mouth, that would heal, but Iggy was wounding me psychi

cally, forever (...]
[...] every time I saw that band [...] there was never a yesterday, there was never a set they’d 
played before, there was never a set they were ever gonna play again. Iggy put life and limb 
into every show.“^

Partly it boiled down to being a junkie; Iggy could just as easily be vomiting behind an 

amplifier stack as out into the crowd. What he wanted was excess, which was unpre

dictable. Sometimes he was too stoned to move;

I hitchhiked to Atlanta to see The Stooges, and before the show, I watched them do handfuls 
of angel dust. It must have been one of their last shows, and the weirdest thing that hap
pened was that Elton John had flown into Atlanta because he was trying to sign Iggy or some
thing. Elton had dressed up in a gorilla costume, and he jumped onstage and picked up Iggy, 

.picked him up from the top of his head.
Iggy was so fucked-up on dust he had no idea what was happening to him. Iggy was really 
shrinking in terror like he didn’t know that it wasn’t a real gorilla.“^

The next morning Iggy awoke, unable to even speak, in a clump of bushes behind a 

Day’s Inn. His provocations, however, could sometimes turn into a strange rapport. That’s 
what happened in a 1970 performance at Crosley Field in Cincinnati. There, he walked off
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the edge of the stage and the audience buoyed him up with their hands, nbc broadcast 
this as 'A Midsummer Night’s Rock,’ startling viewers with footage that oddly resembled 

the miracle of Christ walking on water.'’'^ For the Velvet Underground, hippies personified 

hypocrisy. So, instead of lsd, they took methedrine. Instead of cosmic consciousness, 
they embraced s & m. Instead of bell bottoms and headbands, they wore black leather. 
When they toured California, The Doors were the only thing they liked about When 

Andy Warhol started managing The Velvets, he promoted them with a multimedia show: 
Andy Warhol’s 'Exploding Plastic inevitable.’ Under this aegis, the psychedelic concert 
mutated into psychodrama. Having already worked with La Monte Young, John Cale 

joined the band with one foot in minimalist music. (Cale also produced Iggy’s first album, 
The Stooges.) Young’s compositions sometimes extended a single note for hours. 
Through sensory deprivation, the listener’s perception shifted over time. One heard over
tones not actually played. These compositions became not so much about what was 'in’ 
the music as they were about the experience of it. Cale brought this approach to bear on 
the Velvets. Mo^rbf the songs were extended drones. The band members hardly moved 

while playing,'and-they often played'with their backs to the audience. The ‘dry’ part of the 

light shows (as opposed to the liquid, ‘lava’ effects) included double-projected Warhol 
films. Mary Wpronov, Gerard Malanga and Ronnie Cutrone added pantomimes to the mix, 
first for 'Venus in Furs,’ then for other songs. Narcissism - not showmanship - governed 
their tableaux, though it sometimes led to shining flashlights into the eyes of the onlook
ers and snapping whips in their faces. Vinyl captured the ‘Exploding Plastic Inevitable’:

Seeing (Vinyl) [...] made me realize [...] how deeply the then admired theories attacking the 
‘ego’ as the root of aii evil (...] had become for the avant-garde the grounds for a deeply 
engaged metaphor of sexual sadism [...] for ‘blowing the mind,’ assaulting the senses; it came 
home to me how the ‘obliteration’ of the ego was not the act of liberation it was advertised to 
be, but an act of compulsive revenge and resentment wholly entangled [...] with the knots of 
frustration. The fabled expansion was a contradiction; the senses did not explode into liberty 
but imploded into withdrawal.“®

Morrison, Iggy and the Velvets all turned the tables on the audience. They felt no obli
gation to provide the unadulterated pleasure which, in opposite ways, had been the mis
sion of both pop and psychedelia. Now pleasure came at a price and everyone was cul
pable. The musicians’ diffidence was ultimately passive-aggressive - akin to that of the 

New Novel or minimal sculpture.'^^ Alain Robbe-Grillet, for example, strove to purge his 

writing of metaphors. These, he argued, are intrinsically anthropomorphic; as such, they 
only confirm the reader’s romantic self-image. With “writing degree zero,’ Robbe-Grillet 
instead tried to force a confrontation with the reader. Although minimal sculpture antici
pated the viewer, it too was decidedly anti-anthropomorphic. It radiated aloofness. Deny
ing the plenitude of ‘content,’ minimal objects simply deflected the gaze. This deflection 
ostensibly made viewers more aware of their corporeal presence. All these forms of 
music, writing and sculpture try to throw their audience back on itself, leaving it to con
tend with the nature of its repression. The salient difference between them is the compo
sition of the audience: individualized for writing and sculpture, collective for rock. Accord
ingly, Graham believes that music can still express a transcendent emotion, now denied 

by art and literature. Even so, they all partly derive from Artaud’s Theater of Cruelty:

A real stage play upsets our sensual tranquiilily, releases our repressed subconscious, drives 
us to a kind of potential rebellion (since it retains its full value only if it remains potential), call
ing for a difficult heroic attitude on the part of the assembled groups [...]
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If fundamental theatre is like the plague, this is not because it is contagious, but because like 
the piague it is a revelation, urging forward the extériorisation of a latent undercurrent of cruel
ty through which all the perversily of which the mind is capable, whether in a person or a 
nation, becomes localised [...]'*^

In his videotape Rock My Religion, Dan Graham equates punk (mainly Patti Smith, 
'rock’s Mary Magdalene’) with the ascetic or ecstatic religious practices of the Shakers or 
Pentecostal groups. For him, punk is secularized religion. Just as theology prefigures 

sociaiism, so the Shakers and punks invoked premonitions of utopia and counter-memo
ries of the past. Later, Greil Marcus proposed a kindred ‘secret history’ in Lipstick Traces; 
a constellation that brought together Anti-Baptists, Dada, Situationism, serial killers, 
nihilism with British punk. Graham’s ‘secret history,’ however, is more playful and less 
cultish than Marcus’s. Graham doesn’t even call his ‘secret.’ He doesn’t try to make it 
real history. It’s more like a rough montage. Yet, It has room for both ecstatics speaking 
in tongues and preteens somersaulting down a grassy hill. It has no room for bloodbaths. 
Graham chooses play to break with historiography’s inertia, “Rock’s creed is fun. Fun 
forms the basis of its apocalyptic protest.’’"*® Rarely in the tape do sound and image 

synch up. The notable exception is a long tracking shot down a suburban street. The hyp
notic rows of houses recall Jean-Luc Godard’s traffic jam in Weekend - tracking down an 

endless line of cars.®® For Graham, Glenn Branca composed the ethereal ‘Theme for a 
Suburban Drive..’ Together, sound and image create a woozy, disorienting vision. The sub
urbs are the architectural equivalent of a traffic Jam. With both, the point is that monoto
ny produces a longing for rupture. The street becomes a hallucination. The camera 
moves and everything around is static, passing in and out of view, in and out of exis
tence. Walter Benjamin’s messianic history is the philosophical model to which both Gra-~ 
ham’s and Marcus’ accounts are indebted. Marcus, however, believed negation to be an 

implicitly complete act that exposes “the possibility that the world may be nothing, that 
nihilism as well as-creation may occupy the èuddèniy cleared ground.’’®^ For Benjamin, 

however, the world is not nihilistic and time is_never empty:

History is the subject of a structure whose sitfe is not homogeneous, empty time, but time 
filled with the presence of the now ¡Jetztzeit].^^

Living Theater
The ponderous iiiusions of solidity, the non-ex/stence of things, is what the artist takes 

for ‘materiais.’^^

The suburbs are the spatial equivalent of empty time:
John Sinclair: The main thing wrong with our world, at least since World War ii, is that It’s a 

world made by developers. Nobody, ever talks about the developers.
John Miller: Good point. Everybody’s fixated on architects.
JS: The developers hire architects to ‘give it that look.’ It’s the developers who shaped 

the character of modern life; they invented the suburbs. The culture of the suburbs 
is based on greed: selling the cheapest housing for the Jrighest profit. The roots of 
these guys^are the gangsters who invented Las Vegas. That’s the ultimate development, 

wouldn’t you say?
Frank Lutz: Los Angeles.
JS: Las Vegas.
FL: And Los Angeles, too. In City of Quartz Mike Davis talks about how developers sold
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the idea of Los Angeles as a metropolis to middle-American school teachers from Iowa. It 
was still provincial but the developers put up row after row of houses.
JS: The purpose of the suburbs is to reduce people by putting them into these environ
ments. That’s the model. The environments are created to make people who are easily 

manipulated, happy just to have a job and willing to drive fifty miles a day at five miles 

per hour just to get to work. You know, the suburbs of Detroit are organized along incre
ments of salary. If you make $ 25,000, you can live in these three suburbs; if you make 

$ 30,000, you can live in the next three... and so on.
JM; 1 grew up near a high-class development called Pepperwood Estates. We used to like 

to drive through there because it was such a Joke. People built moats with drawbridges 

around their houses.
JS: If it had been in our area, they would have called it Peckerwood Estates.®'*

The suburban housing tract is the profane realization of the universalized, Bauhaus 
design grid. Each unit is interchangeable with every other. For the developer, parking 
space is the ultimate expression of civilization, individuality and time - and time equals 

convenience.®® The developer is the engine of change.
Minimal sculpture divides Into two types. One is serial sculpture, composed of uniform 

components. It suggests the assembly line and mass production. The other type is 

monolithic, roughly corresponding to the scale of a human body. Its hard, reflective sur
face and its indivisibility are ostç'nslblyvnon-anthropomorphlc. Even so, it invokes an 

uncanny huma*n presence.
in Art and Objecthood, a polemic against minimal sculpture - or literalist art -, 

Michael Fried identified presence as minimalism’s distinctive trait. Here, he boncerned 
himself chiefly with monolithic works.®® Operating within a given architectural shell, these 
works, said Fried, create a situation that includes the beholder. By constantly comparing 

one’s size with that of the displayed object, the viewer becomes more aware of his or her 
own body. These comparisons underscore the object's nonrelational, unitary character 
that, in turn, distance or alienate the beholder both viscerally and psychically.

[...] Someone has merely to enter the room in which a iiteraiist work has been placed to 
become the beholder, that audience of one - aimost as though the work In question has been 
waiting for him. And inasmuch as literalist work depends on the beholder, is incomplete with
out him, it has been waiting for him.^^

Theatricality, according to Fried, drastically changed the way viewers looked at art
works. For him, Brecht and Artaud are exemplars of this condition. Both playwrights broke 
with the identitarian logic of naturalistic drama. A Greenbergian modernist, Fried 
abhorred theatricality because it represented the space between the arts.’ Conversely, 
the theatrical condition can be understood as fundamentally architectonic: "The tradition
al relationship between performer and audience, whether in the worlds of art or enter
tainment, is architecturally and psychologically defined by the stage.’’®® Although Fried 

blames minimalism for dragging Epic Theater and the Theater of Cruelty into exhibition 

spaces, the possibility for staging artwork as an^encounter coincides with modernism’s 
outset. This staging impulse forcefully asserted itself, for example, in Viennese Seces
sionist Raumkunst and the Secession museum. In its interior, the Secession served as a 
stripped-down container, a white cube in which ensembles of art and decor could be 

changed according to the exhibition schedule:

With respect to the practicalities and technicalities of exhibiting, as well, there is a rejection 
of (art) history; in a space [the Secession museum] that for its period is highly modern.
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functional, and in a certain sense radically empty, art can be presented and contextualized 
anew, over and over again (...] not as a place of certain knowledge and a stable relation to 
existing reality, but one where knowledge and the modes of representation are continually 
being ‘staged,’ constructed,’ and ‘inverted’ anew by the viewer, curator, designer, architect, 

etc.^^

r

^ Gottfried Fliepl, ‘The 
Secession as a Sacred 
Center,' Secess/on: Per
manence of an Idea {Ost- 
fildern-Ruit, Germany: Ver
lag Gard Hatje, 1997): 68.

Modernist critical practice accordingly called for the formulation of art as a quasi- 
autonomous institution, not as the distillation of the genres of art-making (which Clement 
Greenberg called mediums). Conceptual art questioned the way art’s institutional status 

promised such autonomy. Minimal sculpture initiated that line of inquiry.
Graham’s installation and performance work leading up to Alteration to a Suburban 

House was a series of laboratory experiments conducted on the audience. These corre
spond to the monolithic form of minimal art. One is the aforementioned Present Continu
ous Past(s). Another is Performer/Audience/Mirror (1977). It began with the performer 
(Graham) facing the audience. Behind him was a panoramic mirror. The performance 
broke down into four stages: 1) The performer facing the audience, describing his own 
appearance and behavior. 2) The performer facing the audience, describing its appear
ance and behavior. 3) The performer facing the mirror, describing his own appearance 
and behavior. 4) The performer facing the mirror, describing the appearance and behav
ior of the audience. In both works Graham makes the viewer feel more present and more 

alienated by rèplacing the ostensible minimalist object with technical viewing apparatus
es: mirrors, videos. Only a reiteration of the act of viewing remains. The viewer becomes 
an object. So alienated, the viewer tastes madness. A mirror reflection seemingly con
firms the viewer's literal presence. Yet, the mirror also hollows out an absence. Specular 

projection makes the viewer feel like a ghost. Jacques Lacan’s mirror stage postulates 
that the mirror instrumentalizes the recognition of a coherent, autonomous self. In other 
words, the mirror interpellates the beholder as a human subject. This recognition is a 

misrecognition. It represses the fragmentation and lack undergirding human identity.
By alienating the beholder, who vaguely experiences a psychic vertigo, Graham’s mir

rors do the opposite of tegular mirrors. The ^mirrors in department stores and shopping 
malls do the same thing. These create a phantasmagoria where shoppers’ identities slip 
away and multiply uncontrollably. The shoppers romantically identify with the panoply of 
things around them; they want to buy them. The mirror has the advantage of seeming to 
present things Just as they are; It implies sheer presence. This immanence obscures the 

mirror’s aggression. There is the Chinese parable of the emperor who arranged a compe
tition for his two foremost artists to create the greatest artwork in the land. The first 
labored for years, painting the most ambitious mural ever. The second simply installed a 

mirror opposite the mural. After the unveiling, he was the natural winner. In Graham’s the
atricalized space, viewers become performers. The production of selfhood is extrava
gant, excessive. They become the authors of their own actions, but the mirror denatural
izes that causality. Objectified, they experience themselves as commodities, or more 
precisely, commodity fetishes. Commodities, by repressing the labor power that made 
them, present themselves as autonomous entities. Likewise, the viewer’s struggle to 
reconstitute her or his lost sense of autonomy culminates in more harrowing re-objectifi- 

cation.
Homes for America treated tract housing as serial minimalist sculpture. It examined 

Cape Coral, a Florida development. Cape Coral’s master plan combined eight types of 
homes with a choice of eight exterior colors. Graham sequenced the logical permuta-
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tions: AABBCCDD, AABBDDCC, etc. The houses themselves were lightly constructed 
shells, useless outside what he called their ‘here-and-now context.’ Cape Coral exempli
fies the kind of plan popularized by the best known of all suburban developers, William J. 
Levitt. Levitt got his start in 1941 when his father’s company received a government con
tract to build war workers’ housing in Norfolk, Virginia. There, he learned to pour concrete 
foundations quickly and to assemble structures from prefabricated parts. After the war, 
came a housing crisis. Some soldiers had no home to return to. In 1946, Levitt built 
Island Trees near Hempstead, Long Island, at first reserving these houses exclusively for 
veterans - except blacks. Segregation still ruled America. Levitt wrote off his part in this 
as mere pragmatism, ‘We can solve a housing problem, or we can try to solve a racial 
problem. But we cannot combine the two.’ In fact, he controlled every aspect of Island 

Trees: ‘We planned every foot of It - every store, filling station, school, house, apartment, 
church, color, tree and shrub.’ He renamed it Levittown shortly after it was finished - the 

first in a series of Levittowns planted across the eastern seaboard. His genius was to 
apply Fordist assembly-line techniques to housing. Mass-produced, everything had to be 
standardized. LeVitt was not the first to try it, but he was the one who did it best, making 
it cheaper to buy a house than to rent one.®° Ironically, in these cookie-cutter neighbor

hoods, street names are where the displaced fantasies came home to roost:

(...] what was with all those prissy ‘boulevards’ and ‘drives,’ all those “ways’ and terraces’ 
and for cul-de-sacs, ‘courts?’ Understand that in the suburbs a developer will go to heroic 
lengths not to call a street a street. Street says city, and city is precisely the last thing you 
want to say.®^

For Graham, suburbia sprawls aimlessly, that is until ‘it is abruptly terminated by pre
existing highways, bowling alleys, shopping plazas, carhops, discount houses, lumber
yards or factories.’ Moreover, “[djesigned to fill In ‘dead’ land areas, the houses needn’t 
adapt to or attempt to withstand nature. There is no organic unity connecting the land 

site and the home. Both are without roots - separate parts in a larger, predetermined, 
synthetic order."®^ In 1970 Robert Smithson argued that the landscape is coextensive 
with gallery space.®® Graham accordingly saw the suburban housing development coex
tensive with the architecture of the exhibition space. This is the premise of Alteration... 
The artifice of the development made houses seem autonomous in much the same way 
that the modernist exhibition space did individual artworks. Using a ranch house for an 
installation/performance, Graham could deepen the schism between viewers’ discontinu
ous subjectivities and their more predictable roles. He proposed a space within a space: 
the altered house inside the ‘shell’ of the development. The mirror inside the house, by 
reflecting houses across the street, reiterated the relational logic of the development as 

a whole. Yet, this metonymy is paradoxical. The part stands for a whole that is intrinsical
ly undetermined: an Anti-Gestalt. In formal terms, Graham plays minimal sculpture’s 
monolithic and serial logics off each other. Even if the work awaits the viewer, the viewer 
is incidental. The viewer need only to be a passerby, not necessarily someone seeking 

the work.
Alteration to a Suburban House is not site-specific. It is a non-site work. The suburban

grid, like the modernist grid, annihilates the foregoing locale:
>
[...] the grid is the means of crowding out the dimensions of the real and replacing them with the 
lateral spread of a single surface. In the overall regularity of its organization, it is the result not of 
imitation, but of aesthetic decree. Insofar as its order is that of pure relationship, the grid is
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a way of abrogating the claims of natural objects to have an order particular to themseives; 
the reiationships in the aesthetic field are shown by the grid to be in a worid apart and, with 
respect to naturai objects, to be both prior and final.®'*

Even the style of the houses is uprooted from various regions and redeployed indis
criminately: ranch, Cape Cod, colonial, Mediterranean... Of course, Graham never built 
Alteration..., but its non-site character offers one more reason not to. Smithson’s Partially 

Buried Woodshed (1970), as an inadvertent anti-monument, foreshadows not only the 
tragic character of that piece but also the Kent State massacre. It was Kent State Univer
sity that commissioned Smithson’s work. Smithson simply piled dirt on a woodshed until 
its roof collapsed. Its staged breakdown shows how, ultimately, buildings become base 
matter. As an artificial ruin, the woodshed allegorized architecture’s transience. On May 
4,1970, shortly after Smithson completed the shed, Ohio National Guardsmen shot and 

killed four student, antiwar demonstrators on the school’s campus. People subsequently 
considered the work a makeshift memorial to the massacre. The school administration 

long considered it a thorn in its side and, years later, replaced it with a parking lot.
Alteration to a Suburban House is a memorial to nothing. If it ever existed, it would 

exist only in the here and now, not yesterday, not tomorrow. Where the woodshed became 
a de facto memorial, Alteration..., by pretending everything’s O.K., only tempts fate. The 

suburban house evinces no sense of decay or ruin. It is timeless. That, at least, is the way 

it’s meant to look. Via construction - not decay, Smithson saw the suburbs as ruins:

That zero panorama (Rutherford, New Jersey, seen from Passaic] seemed to contain ruins in 
reverse - that is, aii the new construction that wouid eventualiy be bulit. This is the opposite 
of the ‘romantic ruin’ because the buildings don’t fall into ruin after they are built but rather 
rise into ruin before they are buiit. This anti-romantic mlse-en-scene suggests the discredited 
idea of time and many other ‘out of date’ things. Oh. maybe there are a few statues, a legend, 
and a couple of curios, but no past - just what passes for a future.®®

Calculability governs the material form of suburban housing. Architects and developers 
have come to think in terms of a house's life span.’ Instead of using ‘permanent’ materials 
and techniques, they use those rated for a standard duration. TJiese minimum standards 

cut costs and yield greater profits. American homeowners, for their part, want mobility. They 
move, on average, once every six years. Consequently, they need ‘disposable,’ standard
ized houses that are easy to resell. Albert Speer conceived of the Third Reich’s architecture 

with an eye toward how it would look in ruins. Thus, destruction anticipated its very concep
tion. Speer wanted to look back on ruins of the future three-thousand-year Reich as one 

would those of ancient Rome or Athens. He too thought about life span, only on a more 
grandiose scale. Suburban developers don’t mean to make monuments. The suburbs could 
disappear without a trace and, because of their expendability, no one would know the dif
ference. That matter-of-factness devalues time. In contrast, Jeff Wall uncovers a macabre 
historical allusion in Philip Johnson’s Glass House, a key referent in Alteration... Johnson 
wanted the structure to be as transparent as possible; the brick hearth and chimney are its 

only opaque elements. Wall says a picture of an incinerated village, where only chimneys 
were left standing, inspired the Glass House.®® This, no doubt, was the aftermath of a Nazi 
blitzkrieg. Developers have come to refer to ‘master planned’ communities with no intended 

irony. Glenn Branca later teased Graham about his love for suburbia:

GB: This is where you grew up. We cannot avoid the fact that there was a personal attraction 
to these tract houses, there is something deep there in this child’s mind that interested him 

and then he found a way to incorporate that into...
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DG: That your father was in the military - does that have anything to do with the army idea?®^ 

Since Detumescence (1966), Graham has pursued alternate historical narratives. This 
means dredging up ordinarily repressed material, presumably because it matters. In 

Detumescence, he advertised for a qualified medical writer to describe the loss of a 
penile erection after orgasm, and the subjective changes that accompany it. Only one 
writer responded. Graham rewrote parts of his text, to detail the corporeal and psychic 

contraction that follows sexual climax;

[...] The body slackens its tension. There is a loosening of physical tautness, and a simultane
ous sense of reiease and reiaxation. Sensations of orgasm or desire are extinguished; emo
tions recede; and ego is again bounded

Graham claims that, before, no such description ever existed in medical literature and 

concludes that, “It may be culturally suppressed - a structural ‘hole’ in the psycho-sexual- 
social conditioning of behavior.”®® A climax, either in drama or in sexual intercourse, con
ventionally represents the moment of self-realization. Graham asks what happens after 
that. He militates against the consummation of selfhood, empirical identity. It is-identitarian- 
ism that drives thé logic of fashion, whose promise of eternal newness operates through 

taste. That shirt is really you'- the gaily tricked-out corpse. Identity comes to mean Identi
cal.’ The politibal economy constructs the- identities it needs through the libidinal pull of 
consumption. Every commodity carries a utopian promise that is, at least in part, real. This 
utopianism feeds the myth of progress. After the Surrealists, Walter Benjamin argued that 
the most powerful historical material could be found in the Just out of fashion, in goods that 
had forfeited the promise of the new, in products languishing in the dusty windows of pre
historic arcades. Paradoxically, newness, according to Benjamin, occludes presence:

The dreaming collective knows no history. Events pass before it as always identical and always new.
[...] that which is newest the face of the world never alters, that the newest remains, in every 
respect, the same. - This constitutes the eternity of hell. To determine the totality of traits by which 
the ‘modem’ is defined would be to represent hell.^°
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The way Graham frames his messianic narrative, the day of reckoning never comes. 
Instead, he seeks momentary liberation in the fissures of everyday life. Accordingly, noth
ing - rock and youth culture included - can guarantee freedom. Teenagers once rebelled 

against suburban stultification. Stultification means convenience and convenience 

means not having to think or have an experience. Yet, the Woodstock generation grew up 
and took its rightful place in corporate America, mortgaging its music’s liberating prom
ise. If developers once razed the landscape like the glaciers of Smithson’s reveries, the 
developments themselves have become picturesque - stereotypical, yet complex and 
contradictory images. Classic rock has, conversely, supplanted the advertising jingle. It’a^ 
a perfect fit; buy me and be free. Now, even the pigs’ re groovin’. New pop is less idealis
tic and less self-righteous, not yet ready to be used to sell cars and sports drinks, bu 
maybe ready to sell specialty Jeans and sneakers. It’s all demographics. But the stor 
doesn’t end there. In Wild in the Streets, the ten-year-olds rise up against the twentj^ 
four-year-olds, because the new twenty-four-year-old President, Neil Sky, killed his son’ 
friend’s crayfish. This suggests an infinite regress. What’s next. Wild in the Womb? Re 

enchantment of the world is always possible, best in the guise of farce - a farce mo' 
grave than historiography. Graham has started promoting his 'second childhood.’ 
announcement cards for recent exhibitions, he appears dressed in khaki shorts, bendin 
over to sniff a flower or peering out at the horizon in wide-eyed wonder.
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